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Abstract—Quantitative information-flow analysis (QIF) is
an emerging technique for establishing information-theoretic
confidentiality properties. Automation of QIF is an important
step towards ensuring its practical applicability, since manual
reasoning about program security has been shown to be a
tedious and expensive task. Existing automated techniques
for QIF fall short of providing full coverage of all program
executions, especially in the presence of unbounded loops
and data structures, which are notoriously difficult to analyze automatically. In this paper we propose a blend of
approximation and randomization techniques to bear on the
challenge of sufficiently precise, yet efficient computation of
quantitative information flow properties. Our approach relies
on a sampling method to enumerate large or unbounded
secret spaces, and applies both static and dynamic program
analysis techniques to deliver necessary over- and underapproximations of information-theoretic characteristics.

I. Introduction
Quantitative information-flow analysis (QIF) is an emerging technique for establishing information-theoretic confidentiality properties. QIF has the potential to become an
important practical tool for the security analysis of programs.
QIF enjoys several key advantages that make it a compelling
alternative technique to the established techniques for information flow analysis, e.g., non-interference analysis and
qualitative declassification. For example, quantitative declassification policies can be easier to specify and interpret than
qualitative policies, which are often difficult to get right for
complex programs. Furthermore, the insights that QIF provides into a program’s confidentiality properties go beyond
the “yes or don’t know” output of Boolean approaches, such
as non-interference analyzers. This makes QIF an attractive
tool to support gradual development processes, even without
explicitly specified policies. Finally, because information
theory forms the foundation of QIF, the quantities that QIF
delivers can be directly associated with operational security
guarantees. Examples of such guarantees are lower bounds
for the expected effort of uncovering secrets by exhaustive
search, or upper bounds on the probability of correctly
guessing the secret in one attempt.
Automation of QIF is an important step towards ensuring
its practical applicability, since manual reasoning about
program security has been shown to be a tedious and
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expensive task [36]. Existing automation methods focus on
either dynamic or static techniques. Dynamic approaches
deliver over-approximations of the information that is leaked
in individual program executions [38], and can be efficiently
computed by relying on program instrumentation techniques.
Symbolic execution along the considered program runs
can broaden the scope of analysis results, albeit at the
cost of expensive solution counts for the resulting SAT
formulas [41], which can be accelerated by heuristics. It
is a major challenge to extrapolate analysis results to the
remaining, unexplored executions. Static approaches target
the computation of bounds that hold for the entire set of
possible program executions. These approaches apply type
systems- and model checking-based techniques to symbolically explore all program executions [1], [15]. In the
presence of unbounded looping constructs these techniques
resort to overly coarse abstractions, which may result in
unsatisfactory precision.
Technically, successful automation of QIF must determine
tight, yet efficiently computable bounds on the informationtheoretic characteristics of the program. These characteristics can be expressed by a partition of the secret program
inputs. In the partition, each block is defined by the preimage of some program output (if we assume deterministic
programs). The computation of some information-theoretic
characteristics, e.g. Shannon entropy, from this partition
requires enumeration of all blocks and estimation of their
respective sizes, whereas other measures, e.g. min-entropy,
only depends on the number of blocks in the partition. Exact
computation for both kinds of characteristics is prohibitively
hard, thus suggesting the exploration of approximation-based
approaches.
In this paper we propose a blend of approximation
and randomization techniques to tackle the challenge of
automating QIF. The presented approach avoids the trap
of block enumeration by a sampling method that uses the
program itself to randomly choose blocks according to their
relative sizes. Each sample amounts to a program execution
and indexes a block by the corresponding program output.
Symbolic execution delivers an under-approximation for
each block, which is obtained by a symbolic backward
propagation along the sequence of program statements tra-

versed during a sample run. Abstract interpretation [19] in
combination with a program transformation that makes the
program input explicitly available in the set of reachable
program states by memorizing it in a auxiliary variable delivers an over-approximation of blocks indexed by program
outputs. Through these indexes we put together under- and
over-approximations for each sampled block and obtain the
necessary ingredients for the computation of informationtheoretic guarantees, namely, lower and upper bounds for
the remaining uncertainty about the program input.
The distinguishing feature of our technique is that it ensures fast convergence of the sampling process and provides
formal guarantees for the quality of the obtained bounds.
Our proof builds upon a result by Batu et al. [8] stating
that the entropy of a random variable can be estimated
accurately and with a high confidence level using only a
small number of random samples. Since Batu et al. [8]
require an oracle revealing the probability of each sample of
the random variable, in the first step towards the QIF setting
we identify a correspondence between the sampling oracle
and the preimage computation for the program whose QIF
properties are analyzed. In the second step, we prove that
the confidence levels and convergence speed of the exact
setting, which relies on the actual preimages, can also be
obtained in the approximative setting where only over- and
under-approximations of preimages are known. This result
allows our approach to replace the exhaustive analysis of
all, say n-many, possible preimages with the treatment of a
randomly chosen set of O((log n)2 ) preimage samples.
Our technical contribution is a method for automatically
deriving upper and lower bounds for the information leaked
by a program that provides confidence guarantees on the
derived bounds. Conceptually, our contribution is to identify
a unique interplay between static, dynamic, and randomized
analysis techniques and putting it to work for quantitative
information flow analysis.
Outline: In the next section, we illustrate our approach
on example programs. Then, we give basic definitions in
Section III. In Section IV, we present over- and underapproximation techniques. Section V describes how randomization combines over- and under-approximations to deliver
a quantitative information flow analysis. Finally, we discuss
related work in Section VI.

A. Dealing with loops
As a first example we consider the electronic
purse
program
from
[1]
as
shown
below.
1
l = 0;
2
// assume(h < 20);
3
while(h>=0){
4
h = h-5;
5
l = l+1;
6
}
The program receives as input the balance h of a bank
account and debits a fixed amount of 5 from this account
until the balance is insufficient for this transaction, i.e.,
until h < 5.
Our goal is to determine the remaining uncertainty about
the initial value of h after learning the final value of l,
where we use Shannon entropy as a measure of uncertainty.
A high remaining uncertainty implies a large lower bound
on the expected number of steps that are required for
determining the initial value of h by brute-force search [37],
which corresponds to a formal, quantitative confidentiality
guarantee.
One way for precisely determining the remaining uncertainty is to compute the partition induced by the preimages of the program, which may require the enumeration
of all pairs of program paths. Moreover, it requires the
enumeration of all blocks in the computed partition [1]. Both
enumeration problems severely limit the size of the systems
that can be analyzed using this precise approach.
For the purse program, the required partition is given by
the following formula that states that two initial values, say
h and h, are in the same block.
∃k ≥ 0 : 5k ≤ h ≤ 5k + 4 ∧ 5k ≤ h ≤ 5k + 4
The quantified variable k corresponds to the number of loop
iterations that the program executes when started on h and h.
Such existentially quantified assertions are out of reach for
the existing automatic tools for reasoning about programs.
The current approaches simplify the problem by (implicitly)
bounding the number of loop iterations and replacing the
existential quantification with finite disjunction.
For example, the algorithm from [1] requires making finite
the set of possible valuations of h, which is achieved by
introducing the assumption in line 2. With this restriction,
we obtain the following characterization of the partition.

II. Illustration
We illustrate our method on two example programs
whose quantitative information-flow analysis is currently
out of reach for the existing automatic approaches. These
examples require dealing with loops and data structures,
which our method handles automatically using approximation and randomization techniques. We computed certain
intermediate assertions for the following examples using
BoundGen, an automatic tool for the discovery of resource
usage bounds [18].

0≤h≤4∧0≤h≤4∨
5≤h≤9∧5≤h≤9∨
10 ≤ h ≤ 14 ∧ 10 ≤ h ≤ 14 ∨
15 ≤ h ≤ 19 ∧ 15 ≤ h ≤ 19
As mentioned above, such solutions are only partial and
overly restrictive, since the program properties derived for
values below the loop bound do not necessarily carry over
beyond this limit.
2

In this paper, we show that the precise computation
of each preimage can be replaced by under- and overapproximations. We also show that, by running the program
on randomly chosen inputs and approximating only the
preimages of the corresponding outputs, one can derive
upper and lower bounds for the remaining uncertainty about
the program’s secret input. These bounds are valid with a
provably high level of confidence, for a number of samples
that is logarithmic in the size of the input domain.
Approximation: To compute over-approximations of
preimages, we augment the program by declaring copies
of input variables (so-called ghost variables) and adding an
assignment from inputs into these copies as the first program
statement. In our program, we declare a new variable h and
insert the initialization statement _h = h; before line 1. The
set of reachable final states F reach of the augmented program
keeps track of the relation between the ghost variables and
the output of the original program. As the ghost variables
are not modified during computation, this set corresponds
to the input-output relation ρIO of the original program,
i.e., F reach = ρIO . While the exact computation of F reach
is a difficult task, we can rely on abstract interpretation
techniques for computing its over-approximation [19]. In
particular, we can bias the over-approximation towards the
discovery of the relation between the ghost variables and
low outputs by using constraints and borrow existing implementations originally targeted for resource bound estimation,
e.g. [18], [26]. We apply the bound generator BoundGen [18]
and obtain
F reach

]

≡ −5 + 5 l ≤

determined to be
35 ≤ h ≤ 39 ∧ l = 8
Hence, the preimage size of l = 8 is at least 5.
Randomization: A direct approximation of the leak in
terms of Shannon entropy for uniformly distributed inputs
requires the computation of bounds for the size of each
preimage. Note that the number of preimages can be as
large as the input domain (e.g. when the program’s output
fully determines the input), which severely limits scalability.
We overcome this limitation using a randomized approach,
where we run the program on randomly chosen inputs
and approximate only the preimages of the corresponding
outputs. Leveraging a result from [8], we show how this
set of preimages can be used for deriving bounds on the
information-theoretic characteristics of the entire program.
These bounds are valid with a provably high level of
confidence, for a number of samples that is logarithmic in
the size of the input domain.
Technically, we show that, for an arbitrary δ > 0, the
remaining uncertainty H about the secret input is bounded
by the following expression
n

n

1X
1X
log2 m[i − δ ≤ H ≤
log2 m]i + δ ,
n i=1
n i=1
where n is the number of samples and m[i and m]i are
the upper and lower bounds for the size of the preimage
corresponding to the ith sample. If the secret input is chosen
from a set I, these bounds hold with a probability of more
than p for a number of samples n such that

h ≤ −1 + 5 l ,

n=

]

The predicate F reach represents an over-approximation of
the input-output relation ρIO . Hence for each low output
value l, the set of ghost input values h, such that l and
]
h are related by F reach , over-approximates the preimage
of l with respect to the original program. The size of these
approximated preimages can be determined using tools for
counting models, e.g., we use LattE [34] for dealing with
linear arithmetic assertions. In our example, we obtain 5 as
an upper bound for the size of the preimage of each value
of l.
To compute under-approximations of preimages, we symbolically execute the program on a randomly chosen input
and determine the preimage with respect to the obtained path
through the program. This computation relies on the relation
between program inputs and outputs along the path that the
execution takes. We establish this relation by combining the
transition relations of individual steps. This technique can
be efficiently automated using existing symbolic execution
engines both at the source code level, e.g., KLEE and
DART [13], [24], and at the binary level, e.g., BitScope [10].
For example, for an input of h = 37, this relation is

(log2 #(I))2
.
(1 − p)δ2

For our example and I = {0, . . . , 232 −1}, we obtain bounds
of
log2 5 − 0.1 ≤ H ≤ log2 5 + 0.1
that hold with a probability of more than 0.99 when considering 107 samples.
B. Dealing with data structures
The following program implements an algorithm for the
bit-serial modular exponentiation of integers. More precisely, the program computes xk mod n, where n is the
constant modulus and k is maintained by the program in
a binary form.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
3

int m = 1;
for (int i = 0; i<len; i++) {
m = m*m mod n;
if ( k[i] == 1 ) {
m = m*x mod n;
}
}

III. Preliminaries

Due to the conditional execution of the multiplication operation m=m*x mod n in line 5, the running time of this
program reveals information about the entries of the array k.
Such variations have been exploited to recover secret keys
from RSA decryption algorithms based on structurally similar modular exponentiation algorithms [29].
We analyze an abstract model of the timing behavior of
this program, where we assume that each multiplication
operation consumes one time unit. We make this model
explicit in the program semantics by introducing a counter
time that is initialized with 0 and is incremented each
time a multiplication operation takes place. Our goal is to
quantify the remaining min-entropy about the content of k
after observing the program’s execution time, i.e., given the
final value of time.
The min-entropy captures the probability of correctly
guessing a secret at the first attempt. In contrast to Shannon
entropy, computation of min-entropy does not require the
enumeration of blocks and estimation of their sizes. For
min-entropy, we only need to estimate how many blocks
(or alternatively how many possible outputs) the program
can produce.
This simplification can be exploited when dealing with
programs that manipulate data structures. As the example
shows, applications often keep secret the content of data
structures, while some of their properties, e.g., list length
or even number of elements satisfying a Boolean query, are
revealed as outputs. In such cases, our method can estimate
the input’s remaining min-entropy despite the difficulties
of automatic reasoning about data structures. To succeed,
our method applies the over- and under-approximation techniques presented in Section II-A, however without the addition of ghost variables. No ghost variables are needed, since
the actual block content given by the secret data structure
elements is irrelevant for the min-entropy computation.
We extend a result from [45] to show that underapproximations of the remaining min-entropy can be computed from over-approximations of the size of the set of
reachable states Freach , which in our example is the set of
possible values of the variable time. By applying the bound
generator BoundGen [18], we obtain the following overapproximation Freach ] of Freach ,
Freach ]

In this section, we give the necessary definitions for
dealing with programs and information-flow analysis.
A. Programs and computations
A program P = (S , I, F, T ) consists of the following
components.
• S - a set of states.
• I ⊆ S - a set of initial states.
• F ⊆ S - a set of final states.
• T - a finite set of transitions such that each transition
τ ∈ T is given a binary transition relation over states,
i.e., ρτ ⊆ S × S .
A computation of P is a sequence of program states
s1 , . . . , sn such that s1 is an initial state, i.e., s1 ∈ I,
sn is a final state, i.e., sn ∈ F, and each pair s and
s0 of consecutive states follows a program transition, i.e.,
(s, s0 ) ∈ ρτ for some τ ∈ T . A path is a sequence of
transitions. We write  for the empty path, i.e., the path
of length zero. Let ◦ be the relational composition function
for binary relations, i.e., for binary relations X and Y we
have X ◦ Y ≡ {(x, y) | ∃z : (x, z) ∈ X ∧ (z, y) ∈ Y}. Then,
a path relation is a relational composition of transition
relations along the path, i.e., for π = τ1 , . . . , τn we have
ρπ = ρτ1 ◦ . . . ◦ ρτn . A path π is feasible if its path relation
is not empty, i.e., ρπ , ∅.
Let ρ be the program transition relation defined as follows.
[
ρτ
ρ ≡
τ∈T

We write ρ∗ for the transitive closure of ρ. The input-output
relation ρIO of the program relates each initial state s with
the corresponding final states, i.e.,
ρIO ≡ ρ∗ ∩ (I × F) .
A final state s0 is reachable from an initial state s if (s, s0 ) ∈
ρIO . We write Freach for the set of reachable final states.
Given a final state s0 ∈ F, we define its preimage P−1 (s0 )
to be the set of all initial states from which s0 is reachable,
i.e.,
P−1 (s0 ) ≡ {s | (s, s0 ) ∈ ρIO } .
The preimage of an unreachable state is the empty set.
B. Qualitative information flow: what leaks?

≡ len ≤ time ≤ 2len ,

We characterize partial knowledge about the elements of
a set A in terms of partitions of A, i.e., in terms of a family
{B1 , . . . , Br } of pairwise disjoint blocks such that B1 ] · · · ]
Br = A. A partition of A models that each a ∈ A is known
up to its enclosing block Bi such that a ∈ Bi . We compare
partitions using the imprecision order v defined by

which shows that #(Freach ] ) ≤ len + 1. We use this bound to
infer that, after observing time, the remaining uncertainty
2len
=
about the exponent k is still larger than log2 len+1
len − log2 (len + 1), given that k is drawn uniformly from
{0, . . . , 2len − 1}. An alternative interpretation is that the
uncertainty about the exponent k is reduced by at most
log2 (len + 1) bits.

B1 ] · · · ] Br v B01 ] · · · ] B0r0
≡ ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , r} ∃ j ∈ {1, . . . , r0 } : Bi ⊆ B0j .
4

Let @ be the irreflexive part of v.
We consider a program P that implements a total function,
i.e., for each input state s there is one final state s0 such
that (s, s0 ) ∈ ρIO . We assume that the initial state of each
computation is secret. Furthermore, we assume an attacker
that knows the program, in particular its transition relation,
and the final state of each computation. In our model,
the attacker does not know any intermediate states of the
computation.
The knowledge gained by the attacker about initial states
of computations of the program P by observing their final
states is given by the partition Π that consists of the
preimages of reachable final states, i.e.,
Π ≡ {P−1 (s0 ) | s0 ∈ Freach } .

bounds on the probability for correctly determining the value
of U in an arbitrary number of guesses. The conditional minentropy (see, e.g. [45] for a definition) H∞ (U|V) captures the
expected probability of correctly determining the value of U
in one guess after having observed the output of V.
Leakage vs. security: The information leaked by P is the
reduction in uncertainty about the input U when the output
V is observed. For the case of Shannon entropy, the leaked
information L is given by
L = H(U) − H(U|V) ,

(2)

and it can be defined analogously using alternative measures
of uncertainty. Equation (2) gives a direct correspondence
between the leaked information L and the remaining uncertainty H(U|V), if the initial uncertainty H(U) is known.
In the following, we focus on the remaining uncertainty
rather than on the leakage, because the remaining uncertainty
enjoys a more direct interpretation in terms of an attacker’s
difficulty for recovering secrets and, hence, security.
Uniform distributions: For the important case where p is
the uniform distribution, we have

(1)

There are two extreme cases. The partition Π = {I} consisting of a single block captures that P reveals no information
about its input. In contrast, the partition Π = {{s} | s ∈ I}
where each block consists of a single element captures the
case that P fully discloses its input. For the remaining,
intermediate cases such that {{s} | s ∈ I} @ Π @ {I}, the
partition Π captures that P leaks partial information about
its input.

p(V = s0 ) =

C. Quantitative information flow: how much leaks?

#(P−1 (s0 ))
,
#(I)

i.e., one can characterize the distribution of V in terms of the
sizes of the preimages of P. Moreover, one can give formulas
for remaining uncertainty about the input of P in terms of
the number and the sizes of the partition Π induced by
the preimages of P, see [30], [45]. These formulas provide
the interface between the qualitative and the quantitative
viewpoints.

In the following, we use information theory to characterize the information that P reveals about its input. This
characterization has the advantage of being compact and
easy to compare. Moreover, it yields concise interpretations
in terms of the effort needed to determine P’s input from
the revealed information, e.g., by exhaustive search.
We assume a probability distribution p on I and we
suppose that it is known to the attacker. For analyzing
the program P, we define two random variables. The first
random variable U : I → I models the random choice of
an input in I, i.e., U(s) = s. The second random variable
V : I → F captures the input-output behavior of P, i.e.,
V(s) = s0 where (s, s0 ) ∈ ρIO .
Shannon entropy: The (Shannon) entropy [44] H(U) is a
lower bound for the average number of bits required for
representing the results of independent repetitions of the
experiment associated with U. Thus, in terms of guessing,
the entropy H(U) is a lower bound for the average number
of questions with binary outcome that need to be asked to
determine U’s value [12]. Given the random variable V, we
write H(U|V = s0 ) for the entropy of U given the program
output s0 . The conditional entropy H(U|V) of U given V is
the expected value of H(U|V = s0 ) over all s0 ∈ F. We can
give lower bounds for the expected effort for determining
a secret by exhaustive search in terms of entropy and
conditional entropy, see [37] and [31], respectively.
Min-entropy: The min-entropy H∞ (U) captures the probability of correctly determining the value of U in a single
guess. From this probability, it is straightforward to derive

Proposition 1. If the input of P is uniformly distributed,
we obtain the following expressions for the remaining uncertainty about the input after observing the output of P in
terms conditional Shannon and min-entropies, respectively.
1 X
H(U|V) ≡
#(B) log2 #(B)
(3)
#(I) B∈Π
H∞ (U|V) ≡ log2

#(I)
#(Π)

(4)

In the remainder of the paper we will only consider
logarithms with base two, and will omit the base from the
formulas to simplify notation.
D. Towards automation
Proposition 1 immediately suggests the following approach for automatically determining the remaining uncertainty about the inputs of a program P.
1) For computing H(U|V), first enumerate the elements
of Π and then determine their sizes.
2) For computing H∞ (U|V), determine the number of
elements in Π.
5

There exist techniques for the automatic computation of Π
and the enumeration of its blocks, see [1]. Unfortunately,
the exact computation of Π can be prohibitively expensive.

Unfortunately, it is not practical to compute the result of
iterating postρ arbitrarily many times, i.e., the iteration may
diverge for programs over unbounded (infinite) sets of states.
Abstract interpretation overcomes the above fundamental
problem of computing Freach by resorting to an approximation of postρ using the abstraction function α. That is, instead
of iterating postρ we will iterate its composition with α, i.e.,
we will compute the restriction of the abstract least fixpoint
to the final states. Let • be a binary function composition
operator such that f • g = λx. f (g(x)). Then

IV. Bounding information leaks
In this section, we present a method for the automatic
derivation of upper and lower bounds on the remaining
uncertainty about a program’s inputs.
We consider bounds that over- and under-approximate the
remaining uncertainty both qualitatively and quantitatively.
On the qualitative side, we show how to compute over- and
under-approximations of the set of blocks in Π. Moreover,
we show how to compute over- and under-approximations
for each block in Π. On the quantitative side, we show
how these over- and under-approximations can be used for
computing bounds on the remaining uncertainty in terms of
min-entropy and Shannon entropy.

Freach ] = F ∩ (α(I) ∪ (α • postρ )(α(I)) ∪
(α • postρ )2 (α(I)) ∪ . . . )
= F ∩ lfp(α • postρ , α(I)) .
Instead of computing the exact set Freach , we compute its
over-approximation, i.e.,
Freach ⊆ Freach ] .

A. Bounding block count

By choosing an adequate abstraction function α we can enforce termination of the iteration process after finite number
of steps, as no new states will be discovered. In other words,
after some k ≥ 0 steps we obtain

Computation of min-entropy requires estimation of the
number of blocks in the partition Π, which is equal to the
cardinality of the set of reachable final states Freach , see (1)
and (4). The set Freach can be over-approximated by applying
abstract interpretation techniques [19] on the program P.
Abstract interpretation allows one to incrementally compute
an approximation of the set of reachable program states by
relying on the approximation of individual program transitions. The set Freach can be under-approximated by symbolic
execution and backward propagation along the sequence of
program statements traversed during the execution.
Over-approximation of Freach : For the computation of the
over-approximation Freach ] ⊇ Freach we will use an abstraction function α : 2S → 2S that over-approximates a given
set of states, i.e., for each X ⊆ S we have X ⊆ α(X). For
simplicity of exposition we assume that the abstract values
are sets of program states, which leads to the concretization
function that is the identity function and hence is omitted.
The presented approach can use more sophisticated abstract
domains without any modifications.
In theory, the set of reachable final states Freach can
be computed by iterating the one-step reachability function
post : 2S ×S × 2S → 2S defined below. Note that we put the
first parameter in the subscript position to simplify notation.

postρ (X) ≡ s0 | ∃s ∈ X : (s, s0 ) ∈ ρ

(α • postρ )k+1 (α(I))) ⊆

k
[
(α • postρ )k (α(I)) ,
i=0

while maintaining the desired precision of the overapproximation. Here, we can rely on an extensive body
of research in abstract interpretation and efficient implementations of abstract domains, including octagons and
polyhedra [2], [20], [28], [40].
Under-approximation of Freach : When computing the
under-approximation Freach [ ⊆ Freach we follow an approach
that is different from its over-approximating counterpart,
since we cannot rely on abstract interpretation for computing
an under-approximation. Despite the established theoretical
foundation, abstract interpretation does not yet provide practical under-approximating abstractions.
Instead, we can resort to a practical approach for computing under-approximations by symbolic execution of the
program along a selected set of program paths. This approach has been successful for efficient exploration of state
spaces (for finding runtime safety violations), e.g., Verisoft,
KLEE, DART, and BitScope [10], [13], [23], [24].
Let π1 , . . . , πn ∈ T + be a finite set of non-empty program
paths, which can be chosen randomly or according to particular program coverage criteria. This set of paths determines
a subset of reachable finite states in the following way.
[ 
Freach [ ≡
s0 | ∃s ∈ S : (s, s0 ) ∈ ρπ ∩ (I × F)

The iteration process applies postρ on the set I zero, one,
two, . . . , many times, takes the union of the results and
restricts it to the final states. The resulting set is the
intersection of the final states with the least fixpoint of postρ
containing I by the Kleene fixpoint theorem. Formally, we
have

π∈{π1 ,...,πn }

Freach = F ∩ (I ∪ postρ (I) ∪ postρ (postρ (I)) ∪ . . . )

In Figure 1 we describe a possible implementation of a
symbolic execution function MkPath that creates a program
path for a given initial state. The termination of MkPath

= F ∩ lfp(postρ , I) .
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Our augmentation procedure is inspired by the use
of ghost variables for program verification, see e.g. [4].
Note that when constructing P we do not apply the selfcomposition approach [6], and hence we avoid the introduction of additional complexity to P. In fact, the construction
of P from P can be implemented as a source-to-source
transformation by declaring copies of input variables and
adding an assignment from inputs into these copies as the
first program statement.
The set of reachable states of the augmented program P
corresponds to the input-output relation of the program P,
as stated by the following theorem.

procedure MkPath
input
s ∈ I - initial state
begin
π B 
while s < F do
(τ, s0 ) B choose τ ∈ T such that (s, s0 ) ∈ ρτ
s B s0
π B π·τ
done
return (π, s)
end.

Figure 1. Function MkPath computes the program path and the final state
for a given initial state.

Theorem 2 (Augmentation). The input-output relation of P
is equal to the set of reachable final states of its augmented
version P, i.e.,
ρIO = F reach .

follows from the requirement that P implements a total
function.
Given the over- and under-approximations Freach ] and
Freach [ , we can bound the number of blocks in the partition
Π as formalized in the following theorem.

Proof: The augmented program manipulates pairs of
states of the original program. We observe that the augmented program does not modify the first component of
its initial state, which stays equal to the initial value.
Furthermore, the second component follows the transition
relation of P. Thus, the theorem statement follows directly.

Theorem 1. The over- and under-approximations of the
set of reachable final states yield over- and underapproximations of the number of blocks in the partition Π.
Formally,
#(Freach [ ) ≤ #(Π) ≤ #(Freach ] ) .

Now we apply abstract interpretation and symbolic execution techniques from Section IV-A to the augmented
]
program P. We obtain the over-approximation F reach by
abstract least fixpoint computation of postρ , where α overapproximates sets of S -states, and its restriction to the final
states of P, i.e.,

Proof: The theorem statement is a direct consequence
of the bijection between Freach and Π under the inclusion
Freach [ ⊆ Freach ⊆ Freach ] .
B. Bounding block sizes
Computation of block sizes in Π requires identification of
the blocks as sets of initial states. Our technique approaches
the computation of Π through an intermediate step that
relies on the input-output relation ρIO . We formulate the
computation of the input-output relation as the problem
of computing sets of reachable states, which immediately
allows one to use tools and techniques of abstract interpretation and symbolic execution as presented above. Then,
given ρIO , we compute Π following (1).
In order to compute the input-output relation ρIO we
augment the program P such that the set of reachable states
keeps track of the initial states. We construct an augmented
program P = (S , I, F, T ) from the program P as follows.
• S = S × S.
• I = {(s, s) | s ∈ I}.
• F = S × F.
• T = {τ | τ ∈ T }, where for each transition τ ∈ T we
construct the transition relation ρτ such that

ρτ ≡ ((s00 , s), (s00 , s0 )) | (s, s0 ) ∈ ρτ ∧ s00 ∈ S .
S
Similarly to P, we define ρ ≡
τ∈T ρτ .

F reach

]

≡ F ∩ lfp(α • postρ , α(I)) .
[

The computation of the under-approximation F reach requires a finite set of paths π1 , . . . , πn through the augmented program, however we could also use a set of paths
through P and adjust accordingly. Again we use the paths
for performing symbolic execution and applying existential
[
quantification over the initial states to obtain F reach .
We finally put together over- and under-approximations of
preimages of P, indexed by the corresponding final states.
Theorem 3 (Augmented approximation). Projection of the
over- and under-approximations of reachable final states of
the augmented program on the initial component over- and
under-approximates respective blocks in the partition Π for
the program P. Formally, for each s0 ∈ F we have
[

]

{s | (s, s0 ) ∈ F reach } ⊆ P−1 (s0 ) ⊆ {s | (s, s0 ) ∈ F reach } .
Thus, given a reachable final state of P we can apply
Theorem 3 to compute an over- and under-approximation of
the corresponding block in the partition Π.
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Observe that − log is nonnegative and decreasing on (0, 1].
Together with the bounds from (5), this monotonicity implies
that replacing in (6) the occurrences of − log P(V = s0 ) by
− log p] (s0 ), replacing the remaining occurrences of P(V =
s0 ) by p[ (s0 ), and dropping the summands corresponding
to elements of Freach \ Freach [ will only decrease the sum,
which leads to the upper bound on H(U|V). The lower bound
follows along the same line.

C. Information-theoretic bounds
We now show how, for uniformly distributed input,
bounds on the size and the number of the elements of Π can
be used for deriving bounds on the remaining uncertainty of
a program in terms of min-entropy and Shannon entropy.
Min-entropy: The following theorem shows that it suffices
to over- and under-approximate the size of the range of
a program P in order to obtain approximations for the
remaining uncertainty about P’s input.

V. Randomized quantification

Theorem 4. If U is uniformly distributed, the remaining
uncertainty H∞ (U|V) of a program P is bounded as follows
#(I)
#(I)
≤ H∞ (U|V) ≤ log
.
log
]
#(Freach [ )
#(Freach )
Proof: Smith [45] shows that H∞ (U|V)
=
log(#(I)/#(Π)). The assertion then follows from Theorem 1
and the monotonicity of the logarithm.

In Section IV we showed how to obtain bounds on the
remaining uncertainty about a program’s input by computing
over- and under-approximations of the set of reachable states
and the corresponding preimages.
While the presented approach for computing min-entropy
bounds requires determining the size of (an approximation
of) the set of reachable states (see Theorem 4), the approach
for computing Shannon-entropy bounds requires enumerating this set (see Theorem 5). This enumeration constitutes
the bottleneck of our approch and inhibits scalability to large
systems.
In this section, we show that the enumeration of the set of
reachable states can be replaced by sampling the preimages
with probabilities according to their relative sizes. To this
end, we run the program on a randomly chosen input and
approximate the preimage of the corresponding output. We
combine the sizes of the approximations of the preimage and
obtain upper and lower bounds for the remaining uncertainty.
Moreover, we give confidence levels for these bounds. These
confidence levels are already close to 1 for a number of
samples of as small as O((log #(I))2 ).

Shannon entropy: We define upper and lower bounds
p[ (s0 ) and p] (s0 ) for p(V = s0 ) on the basis of the under- and
over-approximation of P−1 (s0 ) given in Theorem 3. Formally,
we define
[

#({s | (s, s0 ) ∈ F reach }) 1
p (s ) ≡ max{
,
}
#(I)
#(I)
[

0

]

#({s | (s, s0 ) ∈ F reach })
p (s ) ≡
.
#(I)
]

0

From Theorem 3 then follows that
p[ (s0 ) ≤ p(V = s0 ) ≤ p] (s0 )
0

[

(5)
0

for all s ∈ Freach . These bounds extend to all s ∈ Freach
because for s0 ∈ Freach \ Freach [ , the value p[ (s0 ) = 1/#(I) is
an under-approximation of the probability p(V = s0 ).
The following theorem shows that we can bound H(U|V)
in terms of combinations of upper and lower bounds for the
preimage sizes.

A. Rant: A randomized algorithm for quantitative information flow analysis
Given a program P, our goal is to compute bounds H ] and
H with quality guarantees for the remaining uncertainty
H(U|V) about the program’s input when the program’s
output is known. More precisely, given a confidence level
p ∈ [0, 1) and a desired degree of precision δ > 0, we require
that
H [ − δ ≤ H(U|V) ≤ H ] + δ
[

Theorem 5. If U is uniformly distributed, the remaining
uncertainty H(U|V) is bounded as follows
X
p] (s0 ) log p[ (s0 ) + log #(I)
s0 ∈Freach ]

with a probability of at least p.
Algorithm: Our procedure Rant computes such bounds in
an incremental fashion. After an initialization phase in lines
1 and 2, it randomly picks an initial state s ∈ I, see line 4
in Figure 2. It runs the program P on input s to determine
the final state s0 and the corresponding execution path π,
see line 5. It uses the technique described in Section IV-B
for determining an over-approximation of the preimage of
s0 , and it computes the size of this set, see line 6. It uses
the techniques described in IV-B for determining an underapproximation of the preimage of s0 and it computes the size

≤ H(U|V)
X
≤
p[ (s0 ) log p] (s0 ) + log #(I) .
s0 ∈Freach [

Proof: P implements a total function. As a consequence, V is determined by U and we have H(U|V) =
H(U) − H(V). As U is uniformly distributed, we have
H(U) = log #(I). By definition of Shannon entropy,
X
H(V) =
P(V = s0 )(− log P(V = s0 )) .
(6)
s0 ∈Freach
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

function Rant
input
P : program
δ > 0 : desired precision
p ∈ [0, 1) : desired confidence level
vars
π: program path
output
H ] , H [ : upper and lower bounds for H(U|V)
begin
n B 0
H[ B H] B 0
2
while n < log(#(I))
do
(1−p)δ2
s B choose from I randomly
(π, s0 ) B MkPath(s)
]
H ] B H ] + log #({s00 | (s00 , s0 ) ∈ F reach })
H [ B H [ + log #({s00 | (s00 , s0 ) ∈ ρπ })
n B n+1
done
return (H ] /n, H [ /n)
end.

independent repetitions of the experiment associated with X.
Then
n
1X
−
log p(X = xi ) − δ
n i=1
≤ H(X)
n

≤−

with a probability of more than 1 −

(log m)2
.
nδ2

Proof: We define the random variable Y by Y(x) =
− log p(X = x). Then we have E(Y) = H(X) for the
expected value E(Y) of Y. By additivity of the expectation,
P
we also have E(Z) = H(X) for the sum Z = 1n ni=1 Yi of n
independent instances Yi of Y. In [8] it is shown that the
variance Var[Z] of Z is bounded from above by
Var[Z] ≤

(log m)2
.
n

The Chebyshev inequality

Figure 2. Randomized procedure Rant for computing an approximation
of the remaining uncertainty about the input of a program.

Var[Q]
(7)
δ2
gives upper bounds for the probability that the value of a
random variable Q deviates from its expected value E(Q).
We apply (7) to Z with the expectation and variance bounds
derived above and obtain
(log m)2
p(|Z − H(X)| ≥ δ) ≤
.
nδ2
The assertion then follows by basic arithmetic.
p(|Q − E(Q)| ≥ δ) ≤

of this set, see line 7. The variables H ] and H [ aggregate
the logarithms of these sizes. After
n=

1X
log p(X = xi ) + δ
n i=1

(log #(I))2
(1 − p)δ2

iterations of this procedure, H ] and H [ are normalized by
n and returned as upper and lower bounds, respectively, for
H(U|V).
Counting preimage sizes: The computations in lines 6 and
7 of Rant require an algorithm that, given a set A, returns
the number of elements #(A) in A. If A is represented as a
formula φ, this number corresponds to the number of models
for φ. For example, if A is represented in linear arithmetic,
this task can be performed efficiently using Barvinok’s algorithm [7]. The Lattice Point Enumeration Tool (LattE) [34]
provides an implementation of this algorithm.
Correctness: The following theorem states the correctness
of the algorithm Rant.

We are now ready to give the proof of Theorem 6.
Proof of Theorem 6: Let s0i be the final state of P
that is computed in line 5 of the ith loop iteration of Rant,
for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. For uniformly distributed U, we have
H(U) = log #(I) and p(V = s0i ) = #(P−1 (s0i ))/#(I). As V is
determined by U, H(U|V) = H(U) − H(V). Replacing H(V)
by the approximation given by Lemma 1 we obtain
n
1X
H(U) +
log p(V = s0i )
n i=1
n
#(P−1 (s0i ))
1X
= log #(I) +
log
n i=1
#(I)
n
1X
=
log #(P−1 (s0i ))
n i=1

Theorem 6. Let P be a program, δ > 0, and p ∈ [0, 1). Let
U be uniformly distributed. If Rant(P, δ, p) outputs (H ] , H [ ),
then
H [ − δ ≤ H(U|V) ≤ H ] + δ

Lemma 1 now implies that
n
n
1X
1X
log #(P−1 (s0i )) − δ ≤ H(U|V) ≤
log #(P−1 (s0i )) + δ
n i=1
n i=1

with a probability of more than p.
We need the following lemma for the proof of Theorem
6. The proof of the lemma is based on a result from [8].

with a probability of more than

Lemma 1. Let X be a random variable with range of
size m and let δ > 0. Let x1 , . . . , xn be the outcomes of n

1−
9

(log #(Freach ))2
(log #(I))2
≤1−
.
2
nδ
nδ2

This statement remains valid if the preimage sizes on the
left and right hand sides are replaced by under- and overapproximations, respectively. Finally, observe that the loop
guard ensures that the returned bounds hold with probability
of more than p, which concludes this proof.

The use of equivalence relations to characterize qualitative
information flow was proposed by Cohen [17] and has since
then become standard, see e.g. [5], [6], [22], [43], [46].
Clark, Hunt, and Malacaria [14] connect equivalence
relations to quantitative information flow, and propose the
first type system for statically deriving quantitative bounds
on the information that a program leaks [15]. Their analysis
is restricted to straight-line programs.
Malacaria [36] characterizes the leakage of loops in terms
of the loop’s output and the number of iterations. In our
model, the information that is revealed by the number of
loop iterations can be captured by augmenting loops with
observable counters, as shown in Section II. In this way,
our method can be used to automatically determine this
information.
Köpf and Basin [30] characterize the leaked information
in terms of the number of program executions, where an
attacker can adaptively provide inputs. The algorithms for
computing this information for a concrete system rely on
an enumeration of the entire input space and are difficult to
scale to larger systems.
Backes, Köpf, and Rybalchenko [1] show how to synthesize equivalence relations that represent the information that
a program leaks, and how to quantify them by determining
the sizes of equivalence classes. Our approach shows that the
exact computation of the sizes of the equivalence classes
can be replaced by over- and under-approximations, and
that the enumeration of equivalence classes can be replaced
by sampling. This enables our approach to scale to larger
programs, e.g., those with unbounded loops.
McCamant and Ernst [38] propose a dynamic taint analysis approach for quantifying information flow. Their method
provides over-approximations of the leaked information
along a particular path, but does not yield guarantees for
all program paths, which is important for security analysis.
For programs for which preimages can be approximated,
our method can be used to derive upper and lower bounds
for the leakage of all paths without the need for complete
exploration.
Newsome, McCamant, and Song [41] use the feasible
outputs along single program paths as lower bounds for
channel capacity, and they apply a number of heuristics
to approximate upper bounds on the number of reachable
states of a program. They assume a fixed upper bound on
the number of loop unrollings. In contrast, our technique
does not require an upper bound on the number of loop
iterations, and it comes with formal quality guarantees for
the estimated quantities.
Clarkson, Myers, and Schneider [16] propose to measure
information flow in terms of the accuracy of an attacker’s
belief about a secret, which may also be wrong. Reasoning
about beliefs is out of the scope of entropy-based measures,
such as the ones used in this paper. One advantage of
entropy-based measures is the direct connection to equiv-

Note that, if the sizes of the preimages of P can be
determined precisely, we have H ] = H [ . Then Theorem 6
gives tight bounds for the value of H(U|V). In this way,
Rant can be used to replace the algorithm Quant from [1].
B. Complexity of approximating entropy
The algorithm Rant relies on the approximation of the
sizes of the preimages for given sampled outputs of the
program. It is natural to ask whether bounds on the entropy
can be estimated by sampling alone, i.e. without resorting
to structural properties of the program.
A result by Batu et al. [8] suggests that this cannot be
done. They show that there is no algorithm that, by sampling
alone, can approximate the entropy of every random variable
X with a range of size m within given multiplicative bounds.
They also show that, for random variables with high entropy
(more precisely H(X) > log(m/γ2 ), for some γ > 0) any
algorithm that delivers approximations H with
1
H ≤ H(X) ≤ γH
γ
2

is required to take at least Ω(m1/γ ) samples.
However, if in addition to the samples, the algorithm has
access to an oracle that reveals the probability p(X = x) with
which each sample x occurs, the entropy can be estimated
within multiplicative bounds using a number of samples that
is proportional to (log m)/h, where h ≤ H(X).
Lemma 1 extends this result to obtain additive bounds
for H(X). These bounds hold without any side-condition
on H(X), which allows us to determine the number of
samples that are required for obtaining confidence levels
that hold for all X with #(ran(X)) ≤ m. The algorithm Rant
builds on this result and employs the techniques presented
in Section IV for approximating the probabilities of events
on demand, allowing us to derive bounds on the information
leakage of real programs.
VI. Related work
For an overview of language-based approaches to
information-flow security, see the survey by Sabelfeld and
Myers [42].
Denning is the first to quantify information flow in terms
of the reduction in uncertainty about a program variable [21].
Millen [39] and Gray [25] use information theory to derive bounds on the transmission of information between
processes in multi-user systems. Lowe [35] shows that the
channel capacity of a program can be over-approximated by
the number of possible behaviors.
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alence relations, which makes them amenable to automated
reasoning techniques.
Our approach relies on abstract interpretation and symbolic execution techniques for the approximation of the set
of program outputs. There exist efficient implementations
of abstract interpreters with abstraction functions covering a
wide spectrum of efficiency/precision trade-offs, see e.g. [3],
[9], [27], [32]. In particular, for bounding block count
one could apply tools for discovery of all valid invariants
captured by numeric abstract domains, e.g., octagons or
(sub-)polyhedra [2], [20], [33], [40], or template based
techniques [18], [26]. Similarly, we can rely on existing
dynamic engines for symbolic execution that can deal with
various logical representation of program states, including
arithmetic theories combined with uninterpreted function
symbols and propositional logic, e.g., Verisoft, KLEE,
DART, and BitScope [10], [11], [13], [23], [24].
Acknowledgments: We thank the anonymous reviewers
for helpful feedback.
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